I alphabetically by author, with a number
for each title. So instead of ordering
Analyse l’human du monde 40 v in 12;
 database simply write 416: (Roughly 2500)

A typical small to medium, Mj, cal,. 4 v Dornay Charnin,
by favorite, only 1 Bolivar. But 36 v in 12
of Burfin. Noted Henry

Nearly all in 12, or in 18.
Cooper only 6,

II Author, Divers, Romains,
Histoire, Memoire, Voyage
Theatre,
alphabetically by Title.

11 of this section by Aventures Scott
J. Robinson Crusoe - Taran' l'Ame
marceli (title only), Guy Mannering, O.C.
(Cecilism, Byson) Paradu pride de Milton
(Roughly 900 v).

AVIS - A good generalist retailer
school books, pens, etc., etc.,
Visiting cards, music, rules paper,
Etrennes, husbands de marche et le
prêche.

"Le tout joint à sa Cours de Mercurie,
'd Epicerie et de liquider celle"